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Photographer:  DIANNE PACEY
Country: AUSTRALIA
During lock down I had spent more t ime in my garden 
with my camera and enjoying the rhythm of the 
seasons.  I love the Agapanthus which appears in the 
lead up to Christmas t ime but never quite lasts until 
Christmas day. I was watching them coming into bud 
and gradually opening to the lovely flower that they are.  
These photos were taken one day when it had been 
raining and I tried to capture just that simple story of 
lovely flowers in the rain.   Some are taken with a macro 
lens and others with a wider lens.



Brent Mail

DRILL INSTRUCTOR'S MEMO

WELCOME TO ISSUE 43 OF 
PHOTO BOOTCAMP MAGAZINE!  

This month we learn how to arrange images to tell a 
story by using Collections.

A story collection is essentially a collection of related 
images that tell a story. It is a photo collage of balanced 
images. Balanced by shape or size,  light and shadow, it  
could be colour or black and white. Images that work 
well together.

Using collections teaches us how to arrange images to 
tell a story with impact. It 's a fantastic way to showcase 
your images as well.

We will  look at different ways to consider telling your 
story, how to arrange and  chose your images for 
impact.  We discuss size and layout options in the Print 
Module in Lightroom.

Then, we'll jump in and see the  story collections our 
BootCamp members have created. 
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"Great stories happen to 
those who can tell them"

~ Ira Glas 

STORY COLLECTION



What is a Story Collection?

A Story Collection is essentially a collection of related images that tell a story. It is a photo collage of balanced images. Balanced 
in shape or size, colour, light and shadow, black and white. Images that work in together.

Why create a Story Collection?

It?s a fantastic way to showcase your images, as prints or wall art and of course, social media. They make great gift ideas for 
Christmas and birthdays too.

It also teaches us how to arrange images to tell a story that has an impact. It  could be a platform to start to sell your art, by 
placing 4, 6,9 or even 12 images in a framed print.

Tips for creating a Story Collection.

- Visit Pinterest and find some inspiration for different types of Story Collections or photo collages.
- Consider your main Point of Interest, what is the ONE thing you wish to focus on with your story? Perhaps there are 

supporting elements? Ie Halloween or Christmas maybe your theme, with people and family, but also capture the 
essence of that theme. 

- Try using a variety of shots to form your collection. From wide-angles to close-ups and everything in between.

STORY COLLECTION



- Don?t forget to check out what else is in your frame, you want to remove any distractions.
- Move around within your scene and capture your subject from the best possible angle or vantage point. 
- Then choose your best images to tell your story. You could tag them in Lightroom, add them to a Collection and then 

use the Print Module to make your collage with a Template or even make a new template.
- Next, you need to decide on your layout. Here are some examples; square 1:1 (20? X 20?), rectangle 2:3 (16? X 24?) or 4:5 

(24? X 30?) or wide 16:9 (18? X 32?). How many images do you want in each collection? Don?t put in too many, twelve is 
usually more than enough. Perhaps you only want four or six. 

How can you make your Collection more artistic?

Arrange your images for maximum impact. Consider your composit ion of each image and the overall collage. Remember that 
visual weight is important, ie don?t have all the dark images at the top, spread them out. Likewise, spread out the wide-angles 
and closeups, don?t have them all bunch in together. Keep lights and darks staggered.

Slow down and enjoy the creative process. Decide on your main point of interest and shoot intentionally. 

STORY COLLECTION
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IMAGES



Hello Everyone. This story collection 
depicts the glorious warm autumn 
afternoon walking in a natural park next to 
my home. The light was divine and at this 
t ime of year, it 's all about the berries and 
seeds on the shrubs, trees, and grasses. 
We usually have snow by this t ime of year. 
I spent a lot of t ime narrowing down my 
photo selection and then arranging it for 
balance. I found that to be the hardest 
part of this assignment.

Feedback: BRENDA POTTS
Country: USA
Beautiful collection, Judy!  All of the colors 
balance nicely and love the mix of lights 
and darks. You might try swapping the 
bottom right two... the cityscape has a 
nice leading line that could work well in 
the bottom right box. And that would give 
you two 'scene' images at diagonal 
opposites. Love it!

Photographer: JUDY WARD
Country: CANADA



We recently visited Victor Harbor, a seaside town 
south of Adelaide. I knew the backyard we were 
staying in had some flowers so I decided to try out 
some photography with a macro lens. The weather 
was rather inclement and blustery, but the fences 
helped to dampen the breezes. The bobbing of the 
flowers was frustrating me, so I tried something I 
had not tried before. I set the camera to manual 
focus and worked out where the focal plane was for 
various focus sett ings. I would then move through 
the focal plane with burst mode switched on. This 
seemed to be helping to capture a frame that was in 
focus. I noticed some bees visit ing the nasturt iums. I 
started testing this approach with the bees only to 
photograph their backsides. But then something 
extraordinary happened. I noticed a bee heading 
toward a lit t le nasturt ium bud just bobbing gently to 
my left. The bee landed. I moved in with the camera. I 
pressed the shutter and moved through what I 
hoped was the focal plane all the while trying to keep 
the bee in the frame. Twelve frames and about two 
seconds later, the bee flew off. Wow!  I was so 
pleased to discover the image that is front and 
central in this story collection you see below.

Feedback: DENIS O'BYRNE
Country: IRELAND

Hi Craig. Great set of shots. I really like this 
display. Well arranged and the different 
sizes play well together, and enhance the 
whole display. Well done.

Photographer: CRAIG MATTNER
Country: AUSTRALIA



It  has been a challenge gett ing plugged in. 
Sorry I missed the Live Zoom call. It  looked 
like fun. This story collection is based on my 
lemon tree. All of the lemons have ripened 
so I was about to harvest them and make 
lemonade. I look forward to your input and 
thoughts.

Feedback: RON DU BOIS
Country: GREAT BRITAIN
Super shades of yellow Michael; nice 
balance.

Photographer: MICHAEL STREET
Country: USA



Autumn is a great t ime to be outdoors and to 
photograph changing colors, hike, and enjoy the 
great outdoors. My first collection is from a day 
trip that I enjoyed yesterday to nearby waterfalls 
and mountains. My collection includes both 
waterfalls and photos of the changing colors 
(although they are almost all gone). DeSoto Falls 
is a 104- foot waterfall located in the West Fork 
of the Litter River near Mentone, Alabama. The 
falls and the Litt le River is unique because it 
flows for most of their length atop Lookout 
Mountain. The Litt le River Canyon carved by the 
Litt le River is one of the deepest canyon systems 
east of the Mississippi River.

Feedback: JENINE TRACEY
Country: AUSTRALIA
Hi Eugene, yes I like this version. Thank you for 
having a play around with it  because the blues 
are now broken by the waterfalls. This looks 
great on the full screen because I find the 
waterfalls are the heroes and for me, they really 
stand out now. The images of foliage have now 
become the friends of the waterfalls if that 
makes sense to you. Well done!

Photographer: EUGENE BRANNAN
Country: USA



Been a bit slow this month gett ing to grips with 
the challenge and not able to dip in as much as I 
would have liked. The holiday season makes me 
think of the young in the world and our need to 
nurture (top row), protect (middle row), and carry 
them (bottom row) through the tough era we are 
all enduring right now. These are archive shots 
that I used to try to get the technique right, taken 
in Namibia, Botswana, and Madagascar.

Feedback: CAROLINE HOLDSTOCK
Country: UNITED KINGDOM
What a thoughtful collection and 
beautifully captured. This tells an 
important story very eloquently. I 
part icularly like the lion in the green foliage 
in the middle, it  catches my eye and then I 
move around the other pictures.

Photographer: RON DU BOIS
Country: GREAT BRITAIN



My first submission for this challenge required 
that I use a workaround. I was unable to get to 
the "Page Setup" in the Print module in LR 
Classic. Clicking on the "Page Setup" button leads 
me to Print Setup instead, where I'm not able to 
set a custom paper size. I have tried everything I 
can think of to resolve this including searching on 
the Internet but without any success. So I used 
the "Print Screen" function, pasted the result into 
Paint, and then cropped in on the image 
collection. I have posted the Print Screen image 
below showing the problem.

Feedback: GREG SKEHAN
Country: SINGAPORE
Hi Sig. This is a very well laid out collection and a 
wonderful reminder of the natural beauty of 
autumn colours. I like the introductory photo 
that "sets the scene" and the bottom mid photo 
is the one that really stands out to me -  it  
reminds me of an art ist?s paint palette.

Photographer: SIG RANNEM
Country: CANADA



The images for ?Walk Through the Woods?, taken 
with my Leica Q2M, were created specifically for 
this challenge. These photos were shot a few 
days ago along a section of the Bay Area Ridge 
Trail in the Presidio, San Francisco. The trail 
started in a dense Eucalyptus Forest (upper left) 
and soon moved into a stand of Monterey 
cypress saplings surrounding the 'Goldsworthy 
Spire? (top center). Soon the trail passed through 
mature cypress groves in which occasional 
openings provided vistas to the Bay (middle 
section). The images in the top right and bottom 
left corners feature cypress cones. The bottom 
center image displays a gnarled oak surrounded 
by dense native chaparral. The bottom right 
corner presents the trail again returning to the 
woods. The strong shadow across the trail 
compelled me to press the shutter.

Feedback: SHEREE EBANKS
Country: CAYMAN ISLANDS
Wow Richard. You have set these out 
beautifully!  I love the framing in the centre, the 
diagonal line bottom right leading to the 
centre... the handling of B&W. Also love how you 
have framed the middle ones on the left and the 
right- -and of course the branches of the 
evergreen pointing to the centre. So well put 
together and lovely shots. They work so well in 
B&W. Well done, this is outstanding!

Photographer: RICHARD HUTSON
Country: USA



All flowers are shot within a few hours of an 
outing in the park. Took mult iple shots and 
chosen those with the most balanced 
background, gett ing rid of shots with 
unwanted distractions and presenting in the 
most appropriate configurations. I did not 
want a too-closed-up shot of the flowers as 
giving some breathing space looks better in 
its environment without feeling too cluttered.

Feedback: KERRIE CLARKE
Country:  AUSTRALIA
Wow, Dave!  each individual image is so 
good...and as a collective, it  is beautiful. I really 
love that you chose to keep the focal length 
similar in all of the images, it  all works together 
so well. Love your work!

Photographer:  DAVE KOH
Country: SINGAPORE



We have a local historic steam train that was built  
for a narrow-gauge track in 1900. It was built  for 
growers of fruit and ornamental trees to the east of 
Melbourne to transport their stock to the city. The 
railway now runs as a tourist train, primarily run by 
volunteers. Tourism is the backbone of our local 
community. This train used to run at least 5 t imes 
return 7 days a week. Due to Covid, it  has not run for 
the last 2 years. I managed to capture its the first 
day back on the track... all but one of these images 
was shot in the past 2 weeks.

Feedback: LAURA GRIFFITHS
Country: SOUTH AFRICA
Wow Kerrie these are so lovely and they look just 
like yesteryear photos. What a lovely collection. They 
could use you for advertising the train.

Photographer: KERRIE CLARKE
Country: AUSTRALIA



We have a cold Arctic air mass moving in so a 
taste of Winter is on the way. Cold by day with 
Frosts at night. This display is of a town called 
Westport in the West of Ireland. It is a very nice 
place to visit and full of colour in the summer 
months with great vistas if the weather plays 
ball. I hope you enjoy it.

Feedback: RICHARD HUTSON
Country: USA
Denis, Nice collection of images telling the 
small- town story quite well. My favorite is a 
top center with the people walking into the 
frame and the road leading out to the 
Mountains.

Photographer:  DENIS O'BYRNE
Country: IRELAND



I am collecting images of shipwrecks (especially 
around our coastline), as there have been 
hundreds over the past few centuries. Our 
oceans are literally a graveyard for ships. Some 
of the photos are very recent, from a trip up the 
west coast of South Africa and from the 
southernmost t ip of Africa (being Cape 
Agulhas); others were shot earlier in the year 
from the coast of Namibia, taken from the air 
mostly. And then there is one from our 
incredible trip to Australia in 2017. I'm sure our 
Aussie members will recognize it instantly.

Feedback: LYNTON STACEY
Country: AUSTRALIA
A really interesting collection, beautifully 
balanced. Certainly demonstrates the power 
of the sea; mankind can't dominate 
everything in this world.

Photographer:  LAURA GRIFFITHS
Country: SOUTH AFRICA



 I finally have made a submission that will upload. 
These are the City Bldg in Las Vegas and the Garden 
in front of it .

Feedback: DENIS O'BYRNE
Country: IRELAND
Hi Sara. Nice set of patterns on show in this 
collage/ story. You eventually got the system to 
work. Well done.

Photographer:  SARA O'BRIEN
Country: USA



FEATURED 
ARTIST



F E A T URE D 
I M A G E

GREG SKEHAN  
SRI  L A N KA

I was fortunate to visit a place called Yudanaka in Japan 
a few years ago. Most people travel there to see the 
snow monkeys, so-called because in winter they 
venture down to bathe in pools that are thermally 
heated. Often covered in snow when they arrive, it  must 
be an amazing sight. I arrived in the middle of summer!  
No snow of course, but many very young monkeys are 
being carefully nurtured by parents. It was a 
mesmerizing place to quietly sit, observe and reflect.

Photographer:  GREG SKEHAN
Country: SRI LANKA



GETTING TO KNOW  
OUR FEATURED ARTIST:
GREG SKEHAN  |  SRI LANKA

Brent: How did you get started in photography? What was your 
inspiration?

Greg: When I started traveling I was excited by what I 
experienced but disappointed with photos I took - they did not 
reflect the uniqueness and beauty of the travels. So I asked a 
photographer friend for some advice. He said ?Don?t just look, 
actually see what is all around you, feel it, then take several 
photos from different angles etc. Learn from the many mistakes 
you will make?. So I bought a reasonably good camera and did 
lots of experimenting. Gradually the mistakes were less 
frequent and there were a few more keepers.

Brent: What is it you hope to express to your audience with 
your photography? What is your strategy for accomplishing 
that goal?

Greg:  A sense of why I chose to take the photo, and how 
magical it is to have a visual record of that moment in time. 
This is particularly important when the photo is showing an 
aspect of Humanity.



  "Live as if you were to die tomorrow. 
Learn as if you were to live forever.?"  

-  Mahatma Gandhi

Greg's  favorite inspirational quote:

F E A T URE D 
A RT I S T

GREG SKEHAN  
SRI  L A N KA



Brent: What is your strategy for accomplishing that goal?

Greg: Simply that if the image in front of me evokes a strong feeling within me, then I want to share this with some friends. The 
feeling is not always positive, eg images of the way we are contributing to the poor health of the planet make me angry, but taking a 
photo and sharing it may help in some small way.

Brent: If you could travel anywhere in the world specifically to take pictures, where would you go? Why?

Greg: There are several places actually, but those I have not yet been to include Patagonia, Antartica area and Galapagos Islands. 
The reason is the same for each place - relatively pristine nature, with a minimal impact by human intervention. I also love to visit 
places where it seems like I am stepping back in time, where people are living a very simple lifestyle. There are 2 regions in the 
country of Georgia where I have experienced this, and hope to revisit (Ushguli in the Svaneti region, and villages in remote Tusheti).

Brent: What inspires and motivates you to continue taking pictures?

Greg:  Like most people, I want to improve. Most of the images I take are way too busy. I want to get better at seeing beyond the 
obvious and finding beauty in simplicity. My wife (with whom I travel most of the time) will often point out something that I have 
not seen. It is frustrating how much I miss from concentrating on just one aspect of a scene. I am inspired by seeing the diversity and 
creativity of what other people see and do, much of which is simple everyday things. For example, an American photographer Steve 
McCurry recently displayed a set of photos entitled ?Family Table?. It was inspiring, simple and quite humbling.

Brent:  What is the most challenging photo you?ve ever taken and how did you overcome those challenges?

Greg:  I was in an ice cave with a fellow traveller during an overland trip from China to Tibet. We had gone off road to check out a 
glacier. Whilst exploring the area on foot we came across this ice cave and both he and I carefully made    our way inside. I was cold, 
scared (not knowing how thick the ice floor of the cave was) and shaking. He asked me to take a photo of him as we were totally 
surrounded by the surreal light blue ice. I managed to slow my heart rate down, take a few deep breaths, steady my shaking camera 
and take a reasonable photo - then made a careful but quick exit. It was such a buzz, but sadly I did not spend enough time inside 
the cave getting a feel for the place.

F E A T URE D 
A RT I S T

GREG SKEHAN  
SRI  L A N KA



Brent: Tell us about the image (the featured image): What was the inspiration behind it? What was your process to get it? 
How did you do the post processing?

Greg: I spent 3 weeks during a summer break in Japan. There were so many highlights, and not just for photos. A friend 
had suggested I visit the snow monkeys near Yudanaka as they knew I liked to photograph animals in their natural 
environment. Despite the obvious lack of snow in the middle of summer there were still many families of monkeys in the 
area as they are attracted to the warm pools of water and lush vegetation. To my surprise, there were a lot of young 
monkeys being taught by the parents, and the monkeys seemed to be oblivious of the few tourists taking photos. I was 
fortunate that the weather was mild and the monkeys seem to be in great spirits. So it was relatively easy to get a range of 
photos showing the day to day interactions among the family groups. Post processing was simply checking for exposure etc 
and cropping to a satisfactory square image, then selecting a suitable 9 images that seemed to best reflect what was 
happening with the parents and their offspring. It did take a while arranging the 9 to achieve a balance and show a story.

Brent:  How do you educate yourself to improve your photography skills?

Greg:  Joining the Bootcamp group has given my outlook and general understanding of photography a huge boost. Giving 
and receiving constructive feedback among the group is a great learning experience and it has helped me improve and to 
realise just how much I don?t know. Looking at other photos / images (eg on Pinterest) and recognising what it is that I like 
or dislike about the overall photo helps me think about what I may have done differently to the original photographer. I 
need to go out taking photos with more people and to learn from others, rather than mainly learning from my own errors. I 
also need to learn a lot more about post processing, and be far more ruthless at discarding images. Sometimes I think that 
there is a danger of getting too obsessed with photography and I am often reminded (kindly) to put my camera away and 
just take in the scene - smell, listen, feel and just really live in the moment. Great advice, even better if I do it without the 
reminder!

F E A T URE D 
A RT I S T

GREG SKEHAN  
SRI  L A N KA
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These photos are from our walk on Katla Glacier. The 
ground was covered in black lava. The ice in the 
mountains ranged from white to blue. I was 
awe-struck by the beautiful ice formations in the 
glacier. My imagination took over envisioning 
animals sculpted in the ice. I saw an owl, a cat, a 
bear, and a seal. What do you see? The sad part of 
this story is that these glaciers are melt ing faster 
than they are being formed. Hopefully, the world 
powers will act on global warming before it is too 
late.

Feedback: LEILA GONZALEZ SULLIVAN
Country: USA
Thanks for sharing this with us, Peter. I've never 
seen a glacier and probably never will, so this collage 
is meaningful for me. I like the deep tones and 
different views of some of the formations. I found 
the seal!

Photographer:  PETER BRODY
Country: USA



Each year I produce a Christmas show, which 
is written and directed by a good friend, the 
mouse in the photos. This year, as Cayman 
has now been in the unfortunate posit ion of 
having a big- t ime community spread of 
COVID, we had to cancel the show. These are 
a few pictures of the show last year when we 
were COVID-free!  Cayman is in a mess, and 
we just could not bring this show to fruit ion 
this year. I am thinking of sharing this with 
her, but maybe too emotional right now!  On 
the other hand, there are a lot of people who 
have already put up their trees..... it?s a 
mental thing I think!  :)

Feedback: LEILA GONZALEZ SULLIVAN
Country: USA
What a lovely reminder that the holidays are 
here, even if we can't celebrate in the usual way. 
I do have a problem with putt ing up the 
Christmas tree before Thanksgiving, however... 
This is well composed and the colors pop in 
spite of the darker background. Wishing you a 
great holiday season, full of health and family 
connections.

Photographer:  SHEREE EBANKS
Country: CAYMAN ISLANDS



This was our family adventure to 
the island of Hawai'i last 
Dec/ Jan. Amazingly, all 12 of us 
made it through the maze of 
Covid tests without issue. Taken 
with a mix of my Nikon D750 and 
iPhone 12, I shuffled them until I 
found a good balance with 
leading lines and directional 
photos pointing into the frame.

Feedback:  KERRIE CLARKE
Country: AUSTRALIA
Beautifully done, Brenda. The 
blues make a great frame for this, 
and contrasting warm tones of 
your center image are perfect!  I 
really like your inclusion of the 
B&W images, something that I 
may not have considered, but it  
works beautifully here. Great 
collection of precious t imes. Well 
done.

Photographer:  BRENDA 
POTTS
Country: USA



Bruce, You are not alone in finding the 
challenge, well ... challenging!  I like what 
you've done, and while all of the images are 
quite nice, the orientation and sharp detail on 
the one in the bottom right corner stand out 
to me.

The flowers are all within one block of my house. 
It took me almost 5 hours of torture to get this 
to work. The print to jpg is totally different on 
my machine. This is actually the third 
arrangement of these 9 photos.

Photographer:  BRUCE PATTERSON
Country: USA

Feedback:  RICHARD HUTSON
Country: USA



In March 2019 I had the trip of a lifetime on the 
Orient Express Train, to celebrate my brother's 55th 
birthday. At the t ime he was very sick with a 
life- limit ing illness and very restricted in what he 
could do, but he could enjoy the scenery, and still 
loved good food. It was his choice to go on the 
"fancy train through Europe" and what a fantastic, 
fun, and decadent weekend we had, with my 
husband and niece, and nephew!  It is hard to 
convey the luxury and opulence of the train in 
photographs, but this collection of photographs 
captures my wonderful memories of that weekend.

Feedback: SHEREE EBANKS
Country: CAYMAN ISLANDS
What a wonderful collection. I live the way you have 
arranged them with your brother central!  Such 
good photos, they could be promo photos! !  Well 
done! !

Photographer:  CAROLINE HOLDSTOCK
Country: UNITED KINGDOM



I went out and shot these images on my neighbour?s front 
lawn. These flowers are considered weeds in our 
neighborhood but I am absolutely captivated by the 
patterns created by nature and I love looking into these 
flowers. The mudlark was on the lawn so I took a quick shot 
and included it to show the setting for my morning?s 
photography. I have had a lot of trouble trying to download 
the templates so after much frustration, I have created my 
own.....a challenge indeed!!!! Since I don't have a clue how 
to really do this, so I really hope what I have done is okay.

Hi Laima. These are lovely shots and when 
viewed on the full screen they come into their 
own on an individual basis. I might look at the 
order. EG. The bird to the middle, Right top to 
replace the bird, Bottom right to Right top. How 
that would leave the overall balance I don't 
know. The birdshot I think is strong enough to 
carry the centre slot. Well done.

Photographer:  LAIMA RATJCZAK
Country: AUSTRALIA

Feedback: DENIS O'BYRNE
Country: IRELAND



One of the environmental activit ies here on 
Long Beach Island is to re-clams the bay that 
separates us from the mainland. The clams 
have suffered from run-off, over-collecting, 
and weather events. In order to support this 
effort, the islanders developed a collection of 
large plaster clams to be decorated by various 
businesses and groups. I have photographed 
those clams over the years with either my 
Nikon D5300 or my iPhone (when I discover a 
new one by accident). This collage is my first 
attempt at this month's challenge. I'd like to 
blur the background of each clam but am still 
learning the new masking process for LRcc. 
Comments are most welcome.

Leila, you've truly captured the colour and 
art ist ic feel of the local community. ...the 
Clams are really works of art. You could try to 
fix the background, but it  is always better to 
get as much right "in camera" as you can, 
rather than try to change things dramatically.

Photographer:  LEILA GONZALEZ 
SULLIVAN

Country: USA

Feedback: KERRIE CLARKE
Country: AUSTRALIA



This  is entit led "Saturday Afternoon", and shows 
activity at our local beach, Christie?s Beach in 
Adelaide's south. It 's actually shot over 2 
consecutive Saturdays.

Hi Lynton, you have balanced your collage 
beautifully and that bright, contrasting centre 
image sets off the blue in the others so well. 
Your submission shows the calm and 
leisurely aspect of the oceans, highlighting 
the rest and relaxation we can gain from 
what it  has to offer. A story we like to hear.

Photographer: LYNTON STACEY
Country: USA

Feedback: LAURA GRIFFTIHS
Country: SOUTH AFRICA



My submission is t it led "Joyce". The only 
image I took, was the center one. The 
others were scanned into my computer. I 
didn't know the young woman in the 
monochrome images. She came into my 
life as a package deal when I came to 
Australia to live with her daughter, my 
partner of now ten years. She was one of 
the nicest persons I have met. Joyce 
passed away on Monday 1 Nov. A whole 
generation of nieces and nephews, 
great-nieces and great-nephews, and their 
children, knew her only as "Aunty". She had 
a huge impact on so many lives, including 
mine. I was tasked with collating (40) 
images of her life, for a visual presentation 
at her funeral. There were 9 monochrome 
ones. ( probably others that have yet to 
surface ) I'll have the collage printed for 
members of the family. I don't use LR/ PS 
so I had to use an alternate method of 
putt ing this together.

Rachel, I am so sorry for your loss. You 
have put together a wonderful tribute of 
happy memories. When you look back at 
all of these photos, may you always smile, 
as you remember the good times you 
shared.

Feedback: PETER BRODY
Country: USA

Photographer: RACHEL GILMOUR
Country: AUSTRALIA



I was walking past a wetland area of a local creek the 
other day and came across this Royal Spoonbill so I 
took a bunch of photos. I narrowed it down to 9 to 
make a story collection of this waterbird and its 
surroundings. (thanks to the 'Merlin' bird id app to 
identify the bird!  ).

Hi Rodney. Nice display of the wetlands. 
The Spoonbill in the centre is 
well-posit ioned and is a good added value 
to the collage. Well done.

Photographer: RODNEY CHARLTON
Country: AUSTRALIA

Feedback: DENIS O'BYRNE
Country: IRELAND



Southern California had a markedly wet 
winter in 2018-2019 that had followed 
exceptionally dry years previously. This was 
a perfect scenario for a wildflower explosion 
in the desert!  Here are images from the 
March 2019 Antelope Valley Poppy 
Extravaganza. Even the Joshua Trees 
bloomed. It took a while to figure out how to 
match photo sizes. I was able to do so using 
the crop tool in Lightroom with the 
Information readout turned on in the left 
upper corner. Then the first image would 
not stay upright in print preview; it  lay on 
one side or the other.. Turns out it  was very 
slightly longer than wide. Shortening the 
length a lit t le fixed that problem too. Then I 
had to play with the File Resolution to keep 
the final image size <= 5 MB.

Hi Jim. Very nice set of landscapes. Nice mix 
of close-ups and Depth of Field in others. 
Good clarity and balance to the shots and 
nicely put together. Well done.

Feedback: DENIS O'BYRNE
Country: IRELAND

Photographer: JIM GAGNE
Country: USA



My wife booked us into Crescent Head Caravan 
park last weekend to celebrate my birthday, the 
surf wasn't much good, so I decided to take 
photos for the boot camp challenge, I included a 
photo of the tree to show how high the Osprey's 
nest was.

Hi, Paul: Happy birthday!  Your pictures of the 
park make a nice collage. The osprey in its 
locale was a great catch and showing how high 
up the nest was helped. Our ospreys usually 
build on platforms the parks have constructed. 
You could almost make a collage just of the bird 
and tree pictures.

Feedback: LEILA GONZALEZ SULLIVAN
Country: USA

Photographer: APUL FULLER
Country: AUSTRALIA
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